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Abstract 

Strong designated verifier proxy signature (SDVPS) enables a proxy signer to sign 

messages on behalf of an original signer, and only the designated verifier can be convinced of 

the validity of the proxy signature, and the verifier cannot prove it to any third party. It is a 

combination of proxy signature and strong designated verifier signature. In this paper, we 

define a new formal definition and a new security model of existential unforgery of SDVPS, 

and then analyze a recently proposed SDVPS scheme, and give four attacks to the scheme, 

and further we give out an improved SDVPS scheme, and prove it in the new security model. 

Performance analysis shows the improved scheme is efficient and suitable for electronic 

commerce. 

 

Keywords: Designated verifier proxy signature; Existential unforgery; Random oracle 

model; Discrete logarithm problem; Forking lemma 

 

1. Introduction 

In 1996, Mambo et al. [1] introduced a new concept of proxy signature, in which an 

original signer can delegate his signing rights to a proxy signer, and then the latter can sign 

messages on behalf of the former. Since then, many proxy signature schemes have been 

proposed. Proxy signature is found to have numerous practical applications, such as in grid 

computing [2], in mobile agents [3] et al.. To categorize delegation types, Mambo, et al. [1] 

defined three levels of delegation: (1) Full delegation. The original signer gives his secret key 

to the proxy signer. The proxy signer uses the key to sign documents. (2) Partial delegation. 

The original signer generates a delegation key from its private key and gives it to the proxy 

signer. The proxy signer generates a new proxy signature key from the proxy signer’s private 

key and the delegation key. (3) Delegation by warrant. The original signer signs a warrant 

which describes relative rights and information of the original signer and the proxy signer. 

The final proxy signature includes two parts: one is the signed warrant, and another is the 

proxy signature produced by the proxy signer. Proxy signature can be constructed for each of 

these delegation types, and the most suitable scheme should be selected depending on the 

user’s need for security, message length and signer’s and/or verifier’s computational ability. 

The partial delegation and the delegation by warrant are more secure than the full delegation 

because the created proxy signature is distinguishable from the original signer’s signature. 

The partial delegation is faster than the delegation by warrant, because in the delegation by 

warrant, the verifier must verify two signatures. Due to its merits of partial delegation, 

Mambo et al. refer to partial delegation proxy signature as proxy signature.  
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However, in partial delegation, the proxy signer can abuse his delegated rights because 

partial delegation does not restrict the proxy signer’s signing capability. To overcome this 

weakness, in 1997, Kim [4] introduced a new kind of proxy signature called partial delegation 

with warrant. This kind of proxy signature combines the benefits of both the partial 

delegation and the delegation by warrant, so this delegation has fast processing speed and is 

appropriate for the restricting documents to be signed. Since then, most work on proxy 

signature has focused on the partial delegation with warrant proxy signature. In this paper, we 

simply refer to partial delegation with warrant proxy signature as proxy signature if it does 

not lead to any confusion. 

In Eurocrypt 1996, Jakobsson et al. [5] introduced another new concept of designated 

verifier signature (DVS). Ordinary signature can convince any person of its validity, while in 

DVS scheme, only the designated person can be convinced of the validity of the signature, 

and he can not prove this to any third party, because he can also produce an indistinguishable 

transcript of the signature. DVS scheme provides authentication of a message without having 

the non-repudiation property of ordinary signature. DVS scheme is very suitable in the 

scenario where a signer wishes to keep privacy of his identity to other parties but not to the 

designated verifier. For example, a merchant and a customer negotiate for a best price of 

some goods, and the merchant does not want to leave evidence of the negotiation, then he can 

use DVS scheme. However, DVS scheme has a weakness that any person can verify it, and 

can make sure there are only two potential signers. Hence, if the signature is eavesdropped 

before arriving at its destination, then one can identify the signer. Later, in 2003, Saeednia et 

al. [6] introduced the concept of strong designated verifier signature (SDVS) to overcome this 

weakness by forcing the designated verifier to use his private key at the time of verification.  

To combine the merits of proxy signature and designated verifier signature, Dai et al. [7] in 

2003 proposed a designated verifier proxy signature (DVPS) scheme, in which a proxy signer 

can produce a DVPS on behalf of an original signer, and only the designated verifier can be 

convinced of the validity of the proxy signature, and he cannot prove it to any third party. 

Take the above negotiation for example, a company agent can be delegated by the company 

to sign with the customer using a DVPS scheme. After Dai et al.’s work, Wang [8] in 2004 

pointed out Dai et al.’s scheme is not secure and improved it. Li et al. [9] proposed a DVPS 

scheme from bilinear pairings. Later, in 2005, Wang [10] proposed another two DVPS 

schemes. Huang et al. [11] proposed a short DVPS scheme from bilinear pairings, and they 

gave the security model of a DVPS scheme. Lu et al. [12] first proposed a DVPS scheme with 

message recovery. Cao et al. [13] first proposed three identity-based DVPS schemes. Since 

then, many other DVPS and SDVPS schemes have been proposed [14-16].  

Regarding the security model of unforgeability of DVPS and SDVPS schemes, Huang et 

al. [11] were the first involved in this field. They defined three types of adversary, the 

adversary can request SDVPS queries and SDVPS verification queries, at last if he can forge 

a valid SDVPS on a new message, then he wins the game. Later, Shim [14], Lin et al. [15] 

and Hsu et al. [16] also gave the security notion of unforgeability of DVPS and SDVPS 

schemes. But all these security models do not consider the whole abilities of the attacker. For 

example, after getting a valid SDVPS, the attacker may forge a valid standard signature from 

the SDVPS.   

In 2003, Boldyreva et al. [17] first gave the formal definition and security notion of proxy 

signature, since then, proxy signature can be proved to be secure rigorously. Later, based on 

Boldyreva et al.’s work, Herranz et al. [18] gave the security model of fully distributed proxy 

signature. Malkin et al. [19] gave the security model of hierarchical proxy signature. In 2004, 

Wang et al. [20] pointed out Boldyreva et al’s security model has two security flaws and 

improved it. In 2008, Schuldt et al. [21] gave a stronger security model, in which when an 
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attacker registers a public key, he does not need to provide the knowledge of knowing the 

corresponding private key.  

In this scenario, we must consider the public key replacement attack, i.e., an attacker 

constructs a public key and then requests a certificate from CA (Certificate Authority) 

without knowing the corresponding private key. In practical application, CA may not require 

a user to provide the knowledge of knowing the corresponding private key when the user 

registers a public key, due to the efficiency or some other reasons. This kind of attack also 

exists in multi-signature scheme. Based on Boldyreva et al.’s work, the security models of 

identity-based proxy signature [22], certificateless proxy signature [23] were also proposed.  

In this paper, following Boldyreva et al.’s work, and referencing Wang et al.’s work [20] 

and Schuldt et al.’s work [21], we give out the security model of SDVPS. In our security 

model, besides all the above considerations, we also consider the following scenario: note in a 

proxy signature, where an original signer delegates his signing rights to a proxy signer is 

realized by means of a signature on the warrant, the proxy signer also uses a signature scheme 

when he produces the proxy signature, the two signature schemes can be different, we refer to 

the former as signature scheme 1 and the latter as signature scheme 2. In all previous security 

models of proxy signature listed above, if an attacker can forge a standard signature of 

scheme 1, then the scheme is broken. In fact, if an attacker can forge a standard signature of 

scheme 2, the scheme is also broken. For example, Lee et al. [24] attacked Zhang’s [25] 

scheme, that is, the attacker can forge an original signer’s standard signature of scheme 2; Li 

et al [26] attacked Lu et al’s [27] scheme, that is, the original signer can forge a proxy 

signer’s standard signature of scheme 2. So, in our security model, the attacker can also 

access the standard signing oracle of scheme 2 besides the standard signing oracle of scheme 

1. This oracle may help the attacker to attack the scheme. 

In 2012, Lin et al [15] proposed a SDVPS scheme. Compared with related schemes, their 

scheme has not only shorter signature length, but also lower computational costs, and they 

proved their scheme is unforgeable in the random oracle model. In this paper, we show four 

attacks on their scheme, then improve it, and give new security proof of the revised scheme in 

our new security model. Here, we must point out that our attacks can work well in Lin et al.’s 

original security model. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give out some preliminaries, 

and the new security model of SDVPS. In section 3, we first review Lin et al.’s SDVPS 

scheme, and then give out four attacks on the scheme. In section 4, we propose an improved 

SDVPS scheme. In section 5, we give out the security proof and efficiency analysis of the 

improved SDVPS scheme. We conclude our work in section 6. 

 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we review some security notions along with the computational 

assumptions. 

Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP). Let p and q be two large primes satisfying 

1| pq , and g be a generator of order q over )( pGF . The discrete logarithm problem is, 

given an instance ),,,( gqpy , where pgy x mod for some qZx , to compute x . 

Discrete Logarithm Assumption. A probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm B is 

said to ),( t -break the DLP instance ),,,( gqpy , where pgy x mod  for some qZx , B can 

compute x  with probability   after running at most t  steps.  
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Definition 1. The ),( t -DL assumption holds if there is no probabilistic polynomial-

time adversary that can ),( t -break the DLP. 

2.1. Framework of SDVPS 

 

A SDVPS scheme consists of the following ten algorithms. 

:G Setup. Given a security parameter k , the algorithm generates system’s public 

parameters params  and user’s public/secret key pair. The original signer’s key pair is 

),( 00 skpk , the proxy signer’s key pair is ),( pp skpk , the designated verifier’s key pair is 

),( vv skpk . 

:1S  Standard signature of scheme 1. It takes as input the message m , the private key of 

the signer and produces a signature 1 . 

:2S  Standard signature of scheme 2. It takes as input the message m , the private key of 

the signer and produces a signature 2 . 

:1V  Standard signature verification of scheme 1. It takes as input ),( 1pk , and outputs 0 

or 1. If it outputs 1, then the signature 1  is valid.  

:2V  Standard signature verification of scheme 2. It takes as input ),( 2pk , and outputs 0 

or 1. If it outputs 1, then the signature 2  is valid. 

:D  Delegation. The original signer first produces a warrant wm , which includes the types 

of delegated messages, the identities and public keys of the original signer and the proxy 

signer, and valid period of delegating and so on, and then produces a signature cert  on the 

warrant wm  using standard signature scheme 1, and transfers ),( certmw  to the proxy signer. 

:P  Proxy key generation. The proxy signer verifies the validation of the signature 

),( certmw  by using the public key of the original signer opk . If it’s OK, then the proxy signer 

accepts the warrant wm , and produces a proxy public/private key pair ),( skppkp  by using the 

warrant wm  and his private key psk , and keeps skp  private; otherwise the signature ),( certmw  

must be reproduced. 

:PS SDVPS generation. It takes as input system parameters params, the warrant wm , the 

message m , the proxy private key skp , and the public key of designated verifier vpk , it 

generates an SDVPS p  using standard signature scheme 2. 

:PV SDVPS verification. It takes as inputs ),,,,,( 0 pmmskpkpk wvp , and outputs 0 or 1. If it 

outputs 1, then the signature p  is valid.  

:TS Transcript simulation. It takes as input system parameters params, the warrant wm , 

the message m , the proxy public key pkp , and the private key of the designated verifier vsk . 

It generates an SDVPS p  that is indistinguishable from the proxy signer. 

To the above algorithms, we require  
1])),(,,(Pr[ 11  acceptmskSmpkV , 
1])),(,,(Pr[ 22  acceptmskSmpkV , 

1])),,,(,,,,,(Pr[  acceptmmpkskpPSmmskpkpkPV wvwvpo , 
1])),,,,(,,,,,(Pr[ 0  acceptmmpkpkskTSmmskpkpkPV wpvwvpo . 

 

2.2. Security model of SDVPS 

 
A SDVPS scheme must satisfy unforgeability, non-transferability, and strong privacy of 

signer’s identity [15].  
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Boldyreva et al. [17] first gave the formal definition and security notion of proxy signature. 

In their security model of existential unforgery under adaptive chosen message attack, there 

are totally n participants and the attacker can corrupt with the original signer or the proxy 

signer. Consider an extreme case in which the adversary is working against a single honest 

user, say user 1, the adversary can play the role of user 1i  in executions of the proxy-

designation protocol with user 1, as original signer or proxy signer, and they allow the 

adversary request user 1 to run the proxy-designation protocol with itself, and can see the 

transcript of the execution, and they do not assume the existence of a secure channel between 

an original signer and a proxy signer. The adversary can access a standard signing oracle and 

a proxy signing oracle. The adversary’s goal is to pretend to be an original signer or a proxy 

signer to forge a standard signature or a proxy signature. 

In 2004, Wang et al. [20] pointed out Boldyreva et al’s security model has two security 

flaws. First, in Boldyreva et al’s security model, if user 1 never delegates user i  as a proxy 

signer, but eventually an adversary can forge a proxy signature by user i  on behalf of user 1, 

the proxy signature is broken. Besides this situation, Wang et al. pointed out, if user 1 has 

delegated user i  as a proxy signer with some warrants which are put into a list 1W arr , but an 

adversary can forge a proxy signature by user i  on behalf of user 1 with a new warrant 

1
' W arrmw  , the scheme is also broken. Second, in Boldyreva et al’s security model, user i  can 

delegate user 1 with n different warrants which are put into a list iW arr , then an adversary can 

query user 1’s proxy signature on any message m  conforming to the restriction in warrant 

iw Warrm  , the query ),( mmw  are added in a query list iQue . If the adversary can forge a proxy 

signature by user 1 on behalf of user i  on a message 'm  which never appears in iQue , the 

scheme is broken. Besides this situation, Wang et al. pointed out if an adversary can forge a 

proxy signature on ),( '' mmw  where 'm  has appeared in iQue , but ),( '' mmw  is not in the iQue  list, 

the scheme is also broken.  

Now, we give our new security model of existential unforgery under adaptive chosen 

message and adaptive chosen warrant attack of SDVPS as follows. 

Definition 2. (Unforgeability). A SDVPS scheme is said to be existential unforgery under 

adaptive chosen message attack and adaptive chosen warrant attack, if no probabilistic 

polynomial-time adversary A  has a non-negligible advantage in the following game.  

(1) Setup. The challenge C  runs algorithm G  to generate the system public parameters, 

the public/private key pair ),( 11 skpk  of user 1, and the public/private key pair ),( vv skpk  of the 

designated verifier vU . C  keeps vsksk ,1  private.  

(2) i  registers ipk . A  can request to register public key nipki ,...,2,  , and need not to 

provide the knowledge of knowing the corresponding private key. 

(3) i  designates 1 ( ni ,...,2 ). A  chooses a warrant 
iwm , produces a signature icert  on the 

warrant 
iwm , and sends ),( iw certm

i
 to C  publicly. C  checks the validation of it, if it is OK, 

then C  puts ),( iw certm
i

 into a list W arrp. 

(4) 1 designates i  ( ni ,...,2,1 )(including self-delegation). A  chooses a warrant 
iwm , C  

runs algorithm D  by using the private key 1sk  to produce a signature icert  on the warrant 

iwm , and sends ),( iw certm
i

 to A  publicly. If it is user 1’s self-delegation, C  puts ),( iw certm
i

 

into list Warrs; otherwise C  puts ),( iw certm
i

 into list Warro. 

(5) Standard signature queries of scheme 1. A  chooses a message m , C  runs algorithm 

1S  by using the private key 1sk  to produce a signature 1  on the message m , returns 1  to A , 

and puts m  to the list quS 1 . 
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(6) Standard signature queries of scheme 2. A  chooses a message m , C  runs algorithm 

2S  by using the private key 1sk  to produce a signature 2  on the message m , returns 2  to 

A , and puts m  to the list quS 2 . 

(7) Proxy signature queries. The original signer is user },...,2,1{ ni (including self-

delegation), the proxy signer is user 1, and the designated verifier is user vU . A  chooses a 

warrant wm  and a message m , it must satisfy }{ WarrsWarrpmw  , and m suits wm . C  runs 

algorithm P  to produce proxy private key skp , and runs algorithm PS  to produce a proxy 

signature p , C  then returns p  to A , and puts ),( mmw  to the list quPS . 

(8) Proxy signature verification queries. A  can request a proxy signature verification on 

a tuple ),,( pmm w , where user 1 can be an original signer or a proxy signer, and user vU  is 

the designated verifier. C  runs algorithm PV  and returns 1 if it is correct, or 0 otherwise. 

(9) Proxy signature simulation queries. User 1 can be the original signer or the proxy 

signer, and user vU  is the designated verifier. A  chooses a warrant wm  and a message m , it 

must satisfy Warromw  (user 1 being the original signer) or }{ WarrsWarrpmw   (user 1 being 

the proxy signer), and m suits wm . C  runs algorithm TS  to produce a proxy signature p , 

returns p  to A , and puts ),( mmw  to the list quTS . 

The adversary A  wins the game if any one of the following events occurs: 

:1E  A  outputs a forgery ),( ' m , where 1),,( '
11 mpkV , and quSm  1

' , i.e., A  forges a user 

1’s standard signature of scheme 1.  

:2E  A  outputs a forgery ),( ' m , where 1),,( '
12 mpkV , and quSm  2

' , i.e., A  forges a user 

1’s standard signature of scheme 2. 

:3E  A  outputs a forgery ),,( '' pmmw , where 1),,,,,( ''
1 pmmskpkpkPV wvi , }),...,2,1{( ni , and 

)(),( ''
ququw TSPSmm  , i.e., A  forges a proxy signature by user 1 on behalf of user },...,2,1{ ni , 

and user vU  is the designated verifier, including self-delegation. 

:4E  A  outputs a forgery ),,( '' pmmw , where 1),,,,,( ''
1 pmmskpkpkPV wvi , }),...,2{( ni , and 

W arromw 
' , i.e., A  forges a proxy signature by user },...,2{ ni  on behalf of user 1, and user 

vU  is the designated verifier. 

Definition 3. (Non-Transferability [15]). A SDVPS scheme is said to achieve the security 

requirement of non-transferability if a designated verifier can simulate a computationally 

indistinguishable transcript intended for himself with his private key. 

Definition 4. (Strong Privacy of Signer’s Identity [15]). A SDVPS scheme satisfies the 

security requirement of strong privacy of signer’s identity if there is no probabilistic 

polynomial-time adversary having the ability to determine the identity of signer for an 

intercepted SDVPS by performing the signature verification process before the SDVPS has 

been received by the designated verifier. 

 

3. Lin et al.’s strong designated verifier proxy signature scheme and our 
attacks 
 

3.1. Review of Lin et al.’s scheme 

 

Lin et al’s scheme consists of the following four phases. 

 Setup: Taking as input k1 , the system authority (SA) selects two large primes p and q  

where kq || and )1(| pq . Let g  be a generator of order q and qq
k ZZh }1,0{:1 , 
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qq
k ZZh }1,0{:2 , qq ZZh :3  be three collision resistant hash functions. The system public 

parameters are },,,,,{ 321 hhhgqpparams . Each user iU  chooses his private key qi Zx   and 

computes his public key as ix
i gy  .       

 Proxy Credential Generation: Let 0U  be an original user delegating his signing power to 

a proxy signer pU . 0U  first chooses qR Zd  to compute 

                         qpgT d mod)mod( ,                  (1) 

          qTmhxd w mod),(10 ,                (2)   

Where wm  is a warrant consisting of the identifiers of original and proxy signer, the 

delegation duration and so on. ),,( Tmw  is then sent to pU . Upon receiving ),,( Tmw , pU  

computes Z  as Eq. (3) and performs Eq. (4) to check its validity. 

pyZ
Tmh w mod

),(
0

1 ,   (3) 

)(modmod qpZgT  .               (4) 

If it does not hold, ),,( Tmw  is requested to be sent again.      

 Proxy Signature Generation: For signing a message *}1,0{Rm  on behalf of the original 

signer 0U , pU  chooses qR Zw  to compute 

)mod)mod((31 qpyhs w
v ,           (5) 

    qTmhxws p mod),()( 22  ,        (6)   

and then delivers ),( wmm  along with the SDVPS ),,( 21 Tss  to a designated recipient vU .   

 Proxy Signature Verification: Upon receiving ),( wmm  and ),,( 21 Tss , vU first 

computes ),( 21 RR  as follows: 

pyR
s
v mod2

1  ,                   (7) 

pyTyR
TmhxTmh

p
vw mod)(

),(),(
02

21
 .       (8) 

vU  then verifies the proxy signature by checking if  

)mod)mod(( 2131 qpRRhs  .          (9) 

If it holds, the SDVPS ),,( 21 Tss  for m  is valid. 

 

3.2. Cryptanalysis of Lin et al’s scheme 
 

Lin et al. proved that their scheme is existentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen 

message attack. However, we found this is not the fact. In the following, we will give four 

attacks, and these attacks can work well in Lin et al. [15]’s original security model. 

Attack1: The original signer 0U  can forge a valid proxy signature. First, 0U  intercepts a 

valid proxy signature ),,,,( 21 Tssmm w  generated by pU  on behalf of 0U , then 0U  generates a 

new warrant '
wm , computes qTmhxd w mod),( '

10
'  , qTmhTmhss mod),(),( 2

'
22

'
2   , then 

),,,,( '
21

' Tssmm w  is a valid proxy signature being likely to be generated by the proxy signer pU  

on behalf of 0U . The following shows ),,,,( '
21

' Tssmm w  can pass the verification equation. The 

designated receiver vU computes pyR
s
v mod

'
2

1  , pyTyR
TmhxTmh

op
vw mod)(

),(),(
2

2
'

1
 , then 
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'
22

''
22

''
22

'
1

'
2 modmod)(mod)(

),()(),(),(),(
21

s
v

Tmhx
v

s
v

Tmhxxs
v

TmhxTmh
op

s
v ypyypggypyTyyRR pvpvw 

   

pypy w
v

sw
v modmod

)( '
2 

 , so )mod)mod(()mod)mod(( 21331 qpRRhqpyhs w
v  .           

Attack2: An adversary aU , first forges a warrant '
wm , which records himself aU  being the 

original signer and pU  being the proxy signer, then he chooses two random number 

qR Zwt , , and computes )(modmod)( 1 qpgyT t
p

 , )mod)mod((31 qpyhs w
v , 

qTmhTmhxtws wa mod),()),(( 2
'

12  . Finally, the forged proxy signature is ),,,,( 21
' Tssmm w , and 

the aU  is the original signer, and the pU  is the proxy signer. The following shows 

),,,,( 21
' Tssmm w  can pass the verification equation. The designated receiver vU , computes 

pyR
s
v mod2

1  , pyTyR
TmhxTmh

ap
vw mod)(

),(),(
2

2
'

1
 , then 

),()),((),(),(),(),(
21

2
'

122
'

122
'

12 mod)(mod)(
TmhTmhxts

v
TmhxTmhxts

v
TmhxTmh

ap
s
v

wavwavw ypggypyTyyRR




pyp w
v modmod  , so )mod)mod(()mod)mod(( 21331 qpRRhqpyhs w

v  .  

Attack3: An adversary aU , first forges a warrant '
wm , which records himself aU  being the 

original signer and pU  being the proxy signer, then he chooses three random number 

qR Zdtw ',, , and computes )(modmod
'

qpgT d , then he registers his public key in CA as 

pgyy
Tmht

pa
w mod)(

1'
1 ),(1

 , and computes proxy signature as follows, )mod)mod((31 qpyhs w
v , 

qTmhtdws mod),()( 2
'

2  . Finally the forged proxy signature is ),,,,( 21
' Tssmm w , and the aU  is 

the original signer, the pU  is the proxy signer. The following shows ),,,,( 21
' Tssmm w  can pass 

the verification equation. The designated receiver vU , computes pyR
s
v mod2

1  , 

pyTyR
TmhxTmh

ap
vw mod)(

),(),(
2

2
'

1
 , then 

pypypggypyTyyRR w
v

Tmhtds
v

Tmhxtds
v

TmhxTmh
ap

s
v

vvw modmodmod)(mod)(
),()(),(),(),(

21
2

'
22

'
22

'
12 

 , 

so )mod)mod(()mod)mod(( 21331 qpRRhqpyhs w
v  .           

Attack4: An adversary aU , first forges a warrant '
wm , which records 0U  being the original 

signer and himself aU  being the proxy signer, then he chooses three random number 

qR Zdtw ',, , and computes )(modmod
'

qpgT d , then he registers his public key in CA as 

pgyy tTmh
a

w mod
),(

0

'
1 , and computes proxy signature as follows, )mod)mod((31 qpyhs w

v , 

qTmhtdws mod),()( 2
'

2  . Finally, the forged proxy signature is ),,,,( 21 Tssmm w , and the 0U  

is the original signer, the aU  is the proxy signer. The following shows ),,,,( 21
' Tssmm w  can pass 

the verification equation. The designated receiver vU , computes pyR
s
v mod2

1  , 

pyTyR
TmhxTmh

a
vw mod)(

),(),(
02

2
'

1
 , then 

pypypggypyTyyRR w
v

Tmhtds
v

Tmhxtds
v

TmhxTmh
a

s
v

vvw modmodmod)(mod)(
),()(),(),(),(

021
2

'
22

'
22

'
12 

 , 

so )mod)mod(()mod)mod(( 21331 qpRRhqpyhs w
v  .    
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4. Our Improvement 
 

To resist the above attacks, we propose an improved scheme in the following. It consists of 

six phases. Setup phase is the same as original scheme. 

 Proxy Credential Generation: Let 0U  be an original user delegating his signing power to 

a proxy signer pU . 0U  first chooses qR Zd  to compute 

qpgT d mod)mod( ,                 (1) 

qyTmhxd w mod),,( 010 ,           (2)   

Where wm  is a warrant consisting of the identifiers and public keys of original signer and 

proxy signer, the delegation duration and so on. ),,( Tmw  is then sent to pU  publicly. Upon 

receiving ),,( Tmw , pU  computes Z  as Eq. (3) and performs Eq. (4) to check its validity. 

 pyZ
yTmh w mod

),,(
0

01 ,                 (3) 

           )(modmod qpZgT  .                (4) 

If it does not hold, ),,( Tmw  is requested to be sent again. 

   Proxy Key Generation: The proxy signer computes his proxy private key 

qyTmhxsk pwpp mod),,(1 , the corresponding proxy public key is 

),,(),,(
0

101 pwwp yTmh
p

yTmhsk
p yTygpk


 . 

 Proxy Signature Generation: For signing a message *}1,0{Rm  on behalf of the original 

signer 0U , and user vU  is the designated receiver. pU  chooses qR Zw  to compute                 

)mod)mod((31 qpyhs w
v , qTmhskws p mod),(22  ,  

and then delivers ),( wmm  along with the SDVPS ),,( 21 Tss  to the designated receiver vU .   

 Proxy Signature Verification: Upon receiving ),( wmm  and ),,( 21 Tss , vU first 

computes ),( 21 RR  as follows: 

pyR
s
v mod2

1  , pyTypkR
TmhxyTmhyTmh

p
Tmhx

p
vwpwv mod)(

),(),,(
0

),,(),(
2

20112 
 .           

vU  then verifies the proxy signature by checking if )mod)mod(( 2131 qpRRhs  . If it holds, the 

SDVPS ),,( 21 Tss  for m  is valid.  

 Transcript Simulation: After receiving a SDVPS ),,,,( 21 Tssmm w , the designated verifier 

vU  cannot prove to any third party that the signature is generated by the proxy signer pU , 

because he can also generate a computationally indistinguishable SDVPS as follows: 

First, vU  randomly chooses qZs *
2 , and computes pyR

s
v mod

*
2

1  , 

pyTyR
TmhxyTmhyTmh

p
vwpw mod)(

),(),,(
0

),,(
2

2011 
 , )mod)mod(( 213

*
1 qpRRhs  . Then ),,,,( *

2
*
1 Tssmm w  is 

the simulated signature. 

 

5. Security proof and comparison 
 

5.1. Security of the improved scheme 
 

We now analyze the unforgeability, non-transferability, and strong privacy of signer’s 

identity of our improved scheme.  
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Theorem 1 For a security parameter k , in the random oracle model, under adaptive chosen 

message attack and adaptive chosen warrant attack, if a PPT attacker A  has a non-negligible 

advantage to forge the improved SDVPS scheme, then there exists an adversary B , who can 

break DLP with a non-negligible advantage in polynomial time.  

Proof: We show how to build an algorithm B  that solves DLP by running the adversary A  

as a subroutine.  

Given the public key pgy
x

mod1
1   of user 1, the adversary A  registers other users’s public 

keys, pgy
x

mod2
2  ,…, pgy nx

n mod , and he is allowed not to know the corresponding 

private keys. The objective of B  is by being given the public key 1y  of user 1 to obtain 1x  to 

solve the DLP, or by being given the public key 
),,(),,(

0
101 pwwp yTmh

p
yTmhsk

p yTygpk


  of proxy 

signer to obtain psk  to solve the DLP.  B  chooses qRv Zx   to set pgy vx
v mod , and ),( vv yx  

is as the designated verifier’s key pair. Then B  maintains ten lists 

W arrp,Warro,Warrs, quS 1 , quS 2 , quPS , quTS , 1L , 2L , 3L  while A  is running. B  plays the role of 

A ’s challenger and works by interacting with A  in a game defined as follow: 

(1) 1H queries:  

When a tuple ),,( iw yTm  is submitted to the 1H  oracle, B  first scans a list 1L  to check 

whether 1H  is already defined for that input. If it is, the previously defined value is 

returned. Otherwise, B  picks a random qZh 1 , stores the tuple ),,,( 1hyTm iw  in the list 1L , 

and returns 1h  to A . 

(2) 2H queries:  

When a tuple ),( Tm  is submitted to the 2H  oracle, B  first scans a list 2L  to check whether 

2H  is already defined for that input. If it is, the previously defined value is returned.   

Otherwise, B  picks a random qZh 2 , stores the tuple ),,( 2hTm  in the list 2L , and returns 

2h  to A . 

(3) 3H queries:  

     B  searches ),( 3hu  in the list 3L . If such a pair is found, B  returns 3h  to A ; otherwise B  

picks a random qZh 3 , stores the tuple ),( 3hu  in the list 3L , and returns 3h  to A . 

(4) i  designates 1 ( ni ,...,2 ): 

A  produces a proxy credential ),,( iwi Tm
i

 . B  queries the 1H  oracle to get the tuple 

),,,( 1iiiw hyTm
i

, computes pyZ ih
i mod1 , and checks whether ))(modmod(

?

qpZgT i
i


 . If it 

is OK, B  accepts it and puts ),,( iwi Tm
i

  into the list W arrp. 

(5) 1 designates i  ( ni ,...,1 ) (including self-delegation): 

     A  chooses a warrant 
iwm , B  proceeds as follows. B  first randomly chooses qii Zh 1, , 

computes )(mod)mod( 1

1 qpygT ii h
i


 , and sets iiw hyTmH

i 111 ),,(  . If the list 1L  already 

contains a tuple ),,,( 11 iiw hyTm
i

, then B  repeats the process with another qii Zh 1, . B  adds 

the tuple ),,,( 11 iiw hyTm
i

 into 1L , and returns ),,( iwi Tm
i

  to A . If it is user 1’s self-

delegation, B  puts ),,( iwi Tm
i

  into list Warrs; else B  puts ),,( iwi Tm
i

  into list Warro. 

(6) Standard signature queries of scheme 1:  

User 1U  is the signer. A  chooses a message m , B  proceeds as follows. B  first randomly 

chooses qZh 1, , computes )(mod)mod( 1

1 qpygT
h , and sets 111 ),,( hyTmH  . If the list 
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1L  already contains a tuple ),,,( 11 hyTm , then B  repeats the process with another qZh 1, . 

B  adds the tuple ),,,( 11 hyTm  into 1L , and returns ),,( Tm  to A , and it appears as a valid 

signature from the A ’s point of view. At last, B  puts m  to the list quS 1 . 

(7) Standard signature queries of scheme 2: 

     User 1U  is the signer, and user vU  is the designated verifier. A  chooses a message m , B  

proceeds as follows. B  first randomly chooses qZTs ,2 , retrieves 2h  from list 2L  by 

querying 2H  on ),( Tm , and computes pyR
s
v mod2

1  , pyR
hxv mod2

12  , 

)mod)mod(( 2131 qpRRhs  . Then B  returns ),,,( 21 Tssm  to A , and it appears as a valid 

signature from the A ’s point of view. At last, B stores m  to the list quS 2 . 

(8) Proxy signature queries:  

The original signer is user },...,2,1{ ni (including self-delegation), the proxy signer is user 

1, and the designated verifier is user vU . A  chooses a warrant 
iwm  and a message im , then 

asks B  to produce a proxy signature . It must satisfy }{ WarrsWarrpm
iw  , and im  suits 

iwm . B  searches 
iwm  in the list WarrsWarrp  to get the corresponding ),( ii T , retrieves ih1  

from list 1L  by querying 1H  on ),,( 1yTm iwi
, retrieves  ih2  from list 2L  by querying 2H  on 

),( ii Tm , randomly chooses qi Zs 2 , and computes pyR is
v mod2

1  , pygR ivii hxh
mod)( 21

12


 , 

)mod)mod(( 2131 qpRRhs i  . Then, B  returns ),,,,( 21 iiiwi Tssmm
i

 to A , and it appears as a 

valid proxy signature from the A ’s point of view. At last, B puts ),( iw mm
i

 to the list quPS . 

(9) Proxy signature verification queries: 

     A  can request a proxy signature verification on a tuple ),,( pmm w , where user 1 can be an 

original signer or a proxy signer, and user vU  is the designated verifier. Because B  knows 

the private key of the user vU , B  can run the algorithm PV  normally and returns 1 if it is 

correct, or 0 otherwise. 

(10) Proxy signature simulation queries: 

User 1 can be the original signer or the proxy signer, and user vU  is the designated 

verifier. A  chooses a warrant 
iwm  and a message im , then asks B  to produce a proxy 

signature simulation. It must satisfy Warromw  (user 1 being the original signer) or 

}{ WarrsWarrpmw   (user 1 being the proxy signer), and im  suits 
iwm . Because B  knows 

the private key of the user vU , B  can run algorithm TS  normally to produce a proxy 

signature p , returns p  to A , and puts ),( iw mm
i

 to the list quTS . 

At last, the adversary A  stops the above queries and outputs a forgery:    

:1E  A  outputs a forgery ),,( '''
1 Tm  , where 1),,( 1

'
11 myV , and quSm  1

' , i.e., A  forges 

a user 1’s standard signature of scheme 1. Because scheme 1 is a generic digital signature 

scheme, based on Forking Lemma [28], B  can produce two valid signatures ),,( ''' Tm  and 

),,( '''' Tm , where ),,(),,( 1
''''

11
'''

1 yTmhyTmh  ， qyTmhxd mod),,( 1
'''

11
'  , 

qyTmhxd mod),,( 1
''''

11
''  , so we can get )),,(),,(()( 1

'''
11

''''
1

'''
1 yTmhyTmhx   , i.e., B  solves 

the DLP. 

Claim 1. According to Forking Lemma [28], if A  can forge a user 1’s standard signature of 

scheme 1, with probability k
hss qqq 2))(1(10 111   within time t, suppose A  makes at most 
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1sq  standard signature queries of scheme 1, 1hq  queries to random oracle 1H , then DLP can 

be solved with probability 91'   in time tqt h1
' 120686 . 

:2E  A  outputs a forgery ),,,( ''
2

'
1

'
2 Tssm , where 1),,( 2

'
12 myV , and quSm  2

' , i.e., A  

forges a user 1’s standard signature of scheme 2. According to Ref. [15], the Forking Lemma 

[28] is also suitable, then B  can get two valid signatures ),,,( ''
2

'
1

' Tssm  and ),,,( '''
2

'
1

' Tssm , where 

),(),( ''''
2

'''
2 TmhTmh  , qTmhxws mod),( '''

21
'
2  , qTmhxws mod),( ''''

21
''

2  , so we can get 

)),(),(()( '''
2

''''
2

''
2

'
21 TmhTmhssx  , i.e., B  solves the DLP. 

Claim 2. According to Forking Lemma [28], if A  can forge a user 1’s standard signature of 

scheme 2, with probability k
hss qqq 2))(1(10 222   within time t, suppose A  makes at most 

2sq  standard signature queries of scheme 2, 2hq  queries to random oracle 2H , then DLP can 

be solved with probability 91'   in time tqt h2
' 120686 . 

:3E  A  outputs a forgery ),,,,( ''
2

'
1

''
iiiiw Tssmmp

i
 , where 1),,,,,( ''

1 pmmxyyPV iwvi i
, 

}),...,2,1{( ni , and )(),( ''
ququiw TSPSmm

i
 , i.e., A  forges a proxy signature by user 1 on behalf 

of user },...,2,1{ ni , and user vU  is the designated verifier, including self-delegation. 

According to Ref. [15], the Forking Lemma [28] is also suitable, then B  can get two valid 

proxy signatures ),,,,( ''
2

'
1

''
iiiiw Tssmm

i
 and ),,,,( '''

2
'
1

''
iiiiw Tssmm

i
, where ),(),( ''''

2
'''

2 iiiiii TmhTmh  , 

qTmhskws iiipii mod),( '''
2

''
2  , qTmhskws iiipii mod),( ''''

2
'''

2  , so we can get 

)),(),(()( '''
2

''''
2

''
2

'
2 iiiiiiiip TmhTmhsssk  , i.e., by being given the public key 

),,(

1

),,(' 1
'''

1
'''

1 yTmhyTmh

ii
sk

p
iiwiiiiwip yyTgpk


  of proxy signer 1U , B  obtains psk , so B  solves the 

DLP, ),,( '''
1 iiwi yTmh

i
 and ),,( 1

'''
1 yTmh iwi i

 can be gotten by query the 1H  oracle. 

Claim 3. According to Forking Lemma [28], if A  can forge a proxy signature by user 1 on 

behalf of user },...,2,1{ ni , and user vU  is the designated verifier, including self-delegation, 

with probability k
htspstsps qqqqq 2))(1(10 2  within time t, suppose A  makes at most 

psq  proxy signature queries of user 1 on behalf of user },...,2,1{ ni , tsq  transcript simulation 

queries of user 1 on behalf of user },...,2,1{ ni , 2hq  queries to random oracle 2H , then DLP 

can be solved with probability 91'   in time tqt h2
' 120686 . 

:4E  A  outputs a forgery ),,,,( ''
2

'
1

''
iiiiw Tssmmp

i
 , where 1),,,,,( ''

1 pmmxyyPV iwvi i
, }),...,2{( ni , 

and W arrom
iw ' , i.e., A  forges a proxy signature by user },...,2{ ni  on behalf of user 1, and 

user vU  is the designated verifier. According to Ref. [15], the Forking Lemma [28] is also 

suitable, then B  can get two valid proxy signatures ),,,,( ''
2

'
1

''
iiiiw Tssmm

i
 and ),,,,( '''

2
'
1

''
iiiiw Tssmm

i
, 

where ),(),( ''''
2

'''
2 iiiiii TmhTmh  , qTmhskws iiipii mod),( '''

2
''

2  , qTmhskws iiipii mod),( ''''
2

'''
2  , so we 

can get )),(),(()( '''
2

''''
2

''
2

'
2 iiiiiiiip TmhTmhsssk  , i.e., by being given the public key 

),,(),,(

1
'

'''
11

'''
1 iiiwiiiwip

yTmh

i

yTmh

i
sk

p yyTgpk


  of proxy signer iU , B  obtains psk , so B  solves the 

DLP, ),,( 1
'''

1 yTmh iwi i
 and ),,( '''

1 iiwi yTmh
i

 can be gotten by query the 1H  oracle. 

Claim 4. According to Forking Lemma [28], if A  can forge a proxy signature by user 

},...,2{ ni  on behalf of user 1, and user vU  is the designated verifier, with probability 

k
htsts qqq 2))(1(10 2  within time t, suppose A  makes at most tsq  transcript simulation 
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queries of user },...,2{ ni  on behalf of user 1, and user vU  is the designated verifier, 2hq  

queries to random oracle 2H , then DLP can be solved with probability 91'   in time 

tqt h2
' 120686 . 

Theorem 2  The proposed SDVPS scheme satisfies the security requirement of non-

transferability. 

Theorem 3  The proposed SDVPS scheme satisfies the security requirement of strong 

privacy of signer’s identity even under the key-compromise attack. 

The above two theorems can be proven similarly to Ref. [15]. 

 

5.2. Comparison 

The following notations are used in the comparison.  

|| x : the bit-length of an integer x  

hT : the time for performing a one-way hash function h  

mT : the time for performing a modular multiplication computation 

eT : the time for performing a modular exponentiation computation 

iT : the time for performing a modular inverse computation 

We compare the improved scheme with several other SDVPS schemes including Wang’s 

(Wang for short) [10], Dai et al.’s (DYD for short) [7] and the original scheme (LWH for 

short) [15]. Table 1 shows the comparison. Note that the time complexities for performing the 

modular exponentiation, multiplication, and inverse operations over )( pGF  are 

))((log3 pO , ))((log2 pO , and ))((log2 pO , respectively [29], and a hash computation does not take 

longer time than that of a modular multiplication [30]. From table 1, we can see in PCG stage, 

the computational costs of the improved scheme are the same as the original scheme, and are 

less than the DYD scheme’s and Wang’s scheme’s. In PSG stage, the improved scheme has 

one more modular multiplication and one more hash computation than the original scheme. In 

PSV stage, the improved scheme has one more modular exponentiation and one more hash 

computation than the original scheme. Totally, the improved scheme needs one less modular 

exponentiation than DYD scheme and Wang’s scheme. So, in computational costs, the 

original scheme is the most efficient one, and the improved scheme is more efficient than 

DYD scheme and Wang’s scheme. The ciphertext size of the improved scheme is the same as 

the original scheme’s, and is shorter than the DYD scheme’s and Wang’s scheme’s. To sum 

up, the improved scheme is not so efficient as the original scheme, but is more efficient than 

DYD scheme and Wang’s scheme. It still remains a high efficient scheme and can be used in 

electronic commerce.  
 

Table 1. Comparison with other SDVPS schemes. 
 PCG PSG PSV Total Ciphertext Size 

DYD 
hme TTT 223   hme TTT 2  hme TTT 244 

 

hme TTT 579   ||||3 qp   

Wang 
hme TTT 244   ihme TTTT  2  hme TTT 244   ihme TTTT  5109  ||3|| qp   

LWH 
hme TTT 223   hme TTT 2  hme TTT 343   hme TTT 777   ||3 q  

Ours 
hme TTT 223   hme TTT 2  hme TTT 444   hme TTT 878   ||3 q  
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6. Conclusion 

Designated verifier proxy signature can combine the merits of proxy signature and 

designated verifier signature. Recently, Lin et al. proposed a SDVPS scheme, which has not 

only shorter signature length, but also lower computational costs. In this paper, we point out 

their scheme is forgeable by giving four attacks, and further we propose an improvement of 

their scheme. We also give out a new formal definition and a new security model of 

existential unforgery of SDVPS scheme, and prove our improved scheme in the new security 

model, and there is no need for a secure channel between an original signer and a proxy 

signer when producing the proxy credential. At last, we give out performance analysis, which 

shows the improved scheme is efficient and suitable for electronic commerce. The future 

work is to design lattice-based [31] proxy signature or proxy signature in multivariate public 

key cryptography. 
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